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::::::: IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M), SADIYA,::::::  

TINSUKIA: ASSAM 

G.R CASE NO: 82 OF 2011 

U/ Sec 341/323/379 OF IPC 

STATE OF ASSAM 

.……… PROSECUTOR 

-Vs.- 

1. SRI APBEL PREME 

S/O: BALURAM PREME 

ADDRESS: NO. 2 BORGURA 

P.S.: SADIYA, DIST: TINSUKIA, ASSAM 

2. SRI ABINASH LABONG  

S/O: JAHAR LAL LABONG 

ADDRESS: NO. 2 BORGURA 

P.S.: SADIYA, DIST: TINSUKIA, ASSAM (Case is filed vide order dated 26/04/12) 

3. DEKA PARTIN  

S/O: MOTILIP PERTIN 

ADDRESS: NO. 2 BORGURA 

P.S.: SADIYA, DIST: TINSUKIA, ASSAM (Case is filed vide order dated 26/04/12) 

.......……ACCUSED 

PRESENT: SALEH AHAMMAD, LL.M. AJS 

SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M), SADIYA 

TINSUKIA 

FOR THE STATE:  Mrs. SULEKHA KAR, LEARNED ASST.PP  

FOR THE ACCUSED: Mr. MANTU BURAGOHAIN, LEARNED ADVOCATE 

OFFENCE EXPLAINED ON:   27/05/16 

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON: 03/06/16, 27/10/16, 28/11/16, 12/03/18 & 23/04/18 

ARGUMENT HEARD ON:  07/05/18 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON:  21/05/18 
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JUDGMENT: 

1. The genesis of this case had its roots with the lodging of the First Information Report 

(in short as FIR) wherein the informant has alleged that on 23/06/11 at about 7:30 

P.M. when the injured/victim was on his way from NO. 1 BORGURA TINI ALI in his by 

cycle the accused persons namely APBEL PREME, ABINASH LIBANG & DEKA PARTIN 

had wrongfully restrained the injured/victim in the road with a sharp weapon and 

thereby took away an amount of Rs. 500/- from the victim. In the meanwhile, the 

injured is admitted in the hospital. Finally, the informant lodged the FIR. The criminal 

law was set in motion with the lodging of this FIR.     

2. Accordingly, the case was registered as SADIYA P.S case No. 56/11 u/s 

341/326/379/34 of IPC and ASI PRAFULLA BORAH was entrusted to investigate the 

case and finally the charge-sheet was submitted by S.I. UMA RAJKUMAR u/sec 

341/323/379 of IPC. 

3. The accused person APBEL PREME appeared before the court and he was allowed to 

go on bail and as per provisions of sec 207 CrPC. The copy was furnished to the 

accused person. After hearing both sides offences u/s 341/323/379 of IPC was read 

over and explained to the accused persons to which he pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried by my learned predecessor. The case against the other accused 

persons namely ABINASH LIBANG & DEKA PARTIN were filed by my learned 

predecessor vide order dated 26/04/12 and they were declared as absconders.  

4. In this case the prosecution has examined as many as 6 PW’S to prove this case. The 

statement of the accused person is hereby recorded and his plea is of total denial. 

The defence didn’t adduce any DW’S from his side.  

5. After hearing the learned counsel of both sides and after perusal of the case record I 

do hereby framed the following as point of determination. 

POINT OF DETERMINATION 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION NO.1:  

Whether the accused person had wrongfully restraint the injured at 7:30 

p.m. on 23/06/11 at the NO.1 BORGURA TINIALI area when the injured 

was riding his by cycle and thereby committed an offence punishable 

U/sec 341 of IPC? 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION NO.2:  

Whether the accused person had voluntarily caused hurt to the victim at 

the same time & place & thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 323 

of IPC? 
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POINT OF DETERMINATION No.3: 

Whether the accused person had committed theft of Rs. 500/- from the victim 

and the accused had committed theft after having dishonest intention and it 

was without the consent of the owner and thereby committed an offence u/s 

379 of IPC? 

Discussion, Decision and Reasons there on:  

For the sake of convenience all the points are clubbed together: 

6. PW-1 BIPUL UPADHAYA in his evidence has deposed that on 23/06/11 at about 7:30 

P.M. he was at his home and he was called by GANESH KHATIWARA to his home. 

When he reached his home he saw that his body was filled with blood. He told him 

that it was UPBEL PREMA, DEKA PRATIM & ABHINASH LIBARY had restrained him at 

the NO.1 BORGARA near the health center and he was assaulted with a sharp 

weapon. He had received injuries in his head. He went with him and thereby the 

informant lodged the FIR. EXT 1 IS THE FIR, EXT 1(1) IS HIS SIGNATURE.  

7. During his cross examination he stated that there were about 20 people who had 

gathered at the house of GANESH. The FIR was lodged on 24/06/11. The police 

didn’t went to the place of occurrence on that day. The informant himself came to 

lodge the FIR alone as the injured had undergone 9/10 stiches. The suggestion put 

forward is of total denial.  

8. PW-2 GANESH PRASAD KHATIWARA in his evidence has deposed that on 23/06/11 at 

about 7:00/7: 30 p.m. The incident took place at the BARALI GAON TINIALI area 

while he was returning from BORGORA area. It was UPBEL along with two other 

boys who had demanded money from him and he told them that he will not be able 

to give them the money. At that time one of the accused caught his cycle and it was 

UPBEL who brought a DAO from the back side and had cut him on his head. 

Thereafter he was caused injuries on his hand with the DAO. He left his cycle and 

fled away. The police had send her for medical examination. He reached his home 

and thereafter the neighbours took him to the police station and then to the medical. 

He was admitted in the hospital for five days and he had undergone 9 stiches. He 

informed about the incident to the informant and the informant lodged the FIR.  

9. During his cross examination he stated that he didn’t stayed at the hospital for 20 

days. The suggestions and contradictions put forward are of total denial.  

10. PW3 NETRA PRASAD UPADHAYA in his evidence has deposed that he came to know 

on the next day from the villagers that the accused persons had assaulted the 

informant. He came to know that while GANESH KHATIWAR was returning from his 
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home the incident took place.  

11. The suggestions put forward during his cross examination is of total denial.  

12. PW4 HEM RAJ DHANGARA in his evidence has deposed that on the day of incident 

GANESH KHATIWAR’s family members called him to his home. He went to the house 

of GANESH and he saw a mark at the head of GANESH. He took him to the 

CHAPAKHOWA medical. It was informed to him by GANESH that UPBEL PREMA had 

assaulted him on the road. The police had seized the by cycle of GANESH and he had 

signed it. EXT 2 IS THE SEIZURE LIST & EXT 2(1) IS HIS SIGNATURE.  

13. During his cross examination he stated that he had signed EXT 2 on the next day of 

occurrence but he didn’t know what is written in EXT 2. He didn’t stated before the 

police that UPBEL had assaulted GANESH.  

14. PW5 PRAFULLA BORAH in his evidence has deposed that on 24/06/11 he was posted 

as ASI at the SADIYA police station and it was BIPUL UPADHYAYA had lodged an FIR 

to the effect that while the person named GANESH KHATIWAR was returning to his 

home at about 7:30 p.m. in his by cycle. When he reached the CHC near the NO.1 

BORGORA DEOPANI missing Gaon and a resident namely UPBEL PREMO, ABHINASH 

LIBANG & DEKA PETING had wrongfully restrained him and thereby assaulted him 

with a sharp weapon and thereby took away Rs. 500/- from him. After receiving the 

FIR he was entrusted by the O/CO to pre investigate the case. He recorded the 

statement of the informant at the police station. The injured was admitted at the 

hospital by self and thereby he recorded his statement. He went to the place of 

occurrence, recorded the statement of the witnesses, and prepared the sketch map. 

He seized the cycle which was being driven by the injured person. He went in search 

of the accused and he was unable to find him out. In the mean while he collected 

the medical report and after finding sufficient materials as well as after completing 

the pre investigation he handed over the case diary to the O/C UMA RAJKONWAR. 

He submitted charge sheet against the accused persons showing them as absconder 

U/SEC 341/323/379/34 OF IPC.  EXT 3 IS THE SKECTH MAP, EXT 3(1) IS his 

signature. EXT 2 IS THE SEIZURE LIST, EXT 2(2)  IS HIS SIGNATURE, EXT 4 IS THE 

CHARGE SHEET, EXT 4(1) IS THE SIGNATURE OF O/C UMA RAJKONWAR & he can 

recognize it.  

15. At the stage of cross examination he stated that he recorded the statements of the 

witnesses on 24/06/11. PW2 didn’t state before him that the occurrence took place 

at BORGURA TINIALI and while he was coming from BORGURA he met three boys at 

the BORGURA TINIALI and they demanded money from him. PW2 didn’t state before 
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him that one of them stopped the by cycle. PW2 didn’t stated before him that APBLE 

PREME came with a DAO and had assaulted him in his head and hand from the back 

side. PW4 statement was recorded by him on 26/06/11 and he told him why he had 

signed it. He didn’t find the dao and he didn’t find any independent eye witness in 

this case.  

16. PW6 Dr. RUPAM BORKAKOTY in his evidence has deposed that on 23/06/11 he was 

the CHAPAKHOWA CHC as SM & HO and on that day he examined GANESH PRASAD 

KHATOWAL aged 65 years S/O: LATE DILLI RAM KHATOWAL. The time of 

examination is 7: 30 P.M. On examination he found that assault and injury in the 

scalp, forehead, right hand & chest. There was complain of pain in the chest. The 

size of injury is about 2 inch length 1 ½ inch depth in the scalp. One injury is of 2 

inch X 1 ½ INCH size in the temporal side of the scalp. He advised for X RAY skull 

and P.A. view of chest injury. Bleeding is presnt on the side of the injury. The injury is 

caused by a blunt weapon. The cut injury was present in the scalp. The nature of 

injury is simple.   EXT 5 IS THE INJURY REPORT, EXT 5(1) IS HIS SIGNATURE.  

17. At the stage of cross examination he stated that there is no ML. registration no. in 

EXT 5. There was escort from the side of the police. There is no reference of police 

requisition no. in his report. This kind of injury can be caused by falling down on a 

hard substance due to act of shoving.  

I have heard the arguments of the learned ASST.PP & the learned defence 

counsel  

18. From the perusal of the evidence of the PW’S it appears that the offences which has 

been levelled against the accused is u/sec 341/323/379 of IPC.  

19. In relation to section 341 of IPC one needs to have a look at it. The penal section is 

341 of IPC and the definition is provided u/s 339 of IPC. Section 339 of IPC lays 

down, “Whoever voluntarily obstructs any person so as to prevent that person from 

proceeding in any direction in which that person has a right to proceed, is said 

wrongfully to restrain that person.” (Exception) —The obstruction of a private way 

over land or water which a person in good faith believes himself to have a lawful 

right to obstruct, is not an offence within the meaning of this section.  

20. In this case one needs to have a close look at the ingredients of section 341 of IPC. 

On close perusal it appears that the prosecution has to prove that the accused had 

obstructed voluntarily, the obstruction had prevented the victim from proceeding in 

any direction & the victim had every right to proceed in that direction.  

21. On close scrutiny of the evidence of PW’S it appears that there was no such 

http://indiankanoon.org/doc/181171924/
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ingredient brought to light by the prosecution side so as to attract the provisions of 

section 341 of IPC.  

22. It is also apparent on the perusal of the evidence on record that there is no such 

ingredient of section 379 of IPC so as to prove that the accused person had 

committed the offence of theft. The prosecution side has been at a total failure to 

bring out the ingredients of section 379 of IPC.  

23. Now let me proceed with the second important issue which deals with the 

offence of voluntarily causing hurt to the victim. 

24. This is quite apparent that on the fateful evening of 23/06/11 at 7:30 p.m. there was 

an occurrence which took place and this cannot denied at all. It is crystal clear from 

the evidence of PW’S that PW2 is one of the vital witness of this case. PW2 is the 

star witness of this case. On perusal of the evidence of PW2 it appears that the 

accused persons had assaulted him on his head and because of it he had sustained 

injuries. It is to be noted that PW1,PW3 & PW4 are hearsay witnesses and they 

didn’t saw the occurrence but they heard about from PW2 who had stated to them it 

was the accused APBEL PREME who had assaulted the injured of this case. Now, 

during the cross examination of PW2 it has come to light that there are vital 

contradiction in the evidence of PW2 and in such a case the benefit will go to the 

accused person. However, one of the contradiction will not be accepted by this court 

as the said contradiction was never brought to light during the cross examination of 

PW2.  

25. It is also apparent and clear from the cross examination of other PW’S that they 

came to know about from the injured person about the occurrence. However, there is 

vital contradiction in the evidence of PW2 and which is a major contradiction which 

has been confirmed by the I/O and in such a case the benefit will go to the accused 

person.  

26. This is quite clear that the injured person had sustained injuries in his head, hand 

and this cannot be denied at all. But on the other hand, from the evidence of PW6 

i.e. THE MEDICAL OFFICER also makes it quite apparent that the injured had 

sustained injuries. It is important to note here that the injured had sustained injuries 

but during the cross examination of PW5 it has been admitted by the M/O that this 

kind of injuries can be sustained by falling down in a hard substance by an act of 

shoving. This itself also confirms the contradiction which has come to light during the 

course of cross examination of PW2.  

27. In this case, I am of the opinion that the view of the Medical officer is merely an 
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expert opinion and it cannot be accepted in toto.  

28. Now, it has also come to light during the statement of the accused person that he 

didn’t assault him and it was his friends who wanted to assault him and while the 

injured wanted to ran away he fell down in a stone and had sustained injuries. Now, 

this has been the version of the accused person during his statement u/sec 313 of 

CrPC. But this has not been supported by any evidence on record. However, 

opportunity was granted to the accused person to make his plea through adducing 

evidence.  

29. But in this case, it is quite clear that there was a delay of one day in the lodging of 

the FIR. The reason behind the delay in the lodging of the FIR has not been 

mentioned in the FIR and it couldn’t be explained during the evidence of the PW’S.  

30. Hence, in such a case whereby it appears that even if there has been evidence 

against the accused person but it also appears that there doubts in the story of the 

prosecution and the prosecution has failed prove the case beyond reasonable doubt.  

31. The golden rule that runs through the web of civilized criminal jurisprudence is that 

an accused is presumed to be innocent unless he is found guilty of the charged 

offence. Presumption of innocence is a human right as envisaged under Art.14 (2) of 

the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966. Art.11(1) of the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948 also provides that any charged with 

penal offences has a right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to 

law in a public trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence. 

32. In the case of V. D. Jhingan Vs. State of Uttar Pradesh AIR 1966 SC 1762 the 

hon’ble supreme court has held that It is also the cardinal rule of our criminal 

jurisprudence that the burden in the web of proof of an offence would always lies 

upon the prosecution to prove all the facts constituting the ingredients beyond 

reasonable doubt. If there is any reasonable doubt, the accused is entitled to the 

benefit of the reasonable doubt.  

33. A person has, no doubt, a profound right not to be convicted of an offence which is 

not established by the evidential standard of proof beyond reasonable doubt. 

34. In the light of above discussions and reasons I am of the opinion that the 

prosecution has failed to prove the case against the accused person beyond 

reasonable doubt u/sec 341/323/379 of IPC and hence the accused person deserved 

to be acquitted of the offences leveled against him only on the point of benefit of 

doubt.  
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ORDER 

 In view of the above discussions and reasons mentioned above I am of the 

opinion that the prosecution has failed to prove the case against the accused 

person beyond reasonable doubt U/sec 341/323/379 of IPC and hence he is 

acquitted from this case and thereby set at liberty on the point of benefit of 

doubt.  

Make necessary entry in the Judgment register. 

The bail bond of the accused person shall remain for 6 months in view of section 

437 A of CrPC. 

The seized articles be disposed of as per procedure of law 

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the 21ST day of MAY, 2018 at 

SADIYA COURT.   

 

 

 

SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M), 

SADIYA, TINSUKIA 
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APPENDIX: 

WITNESSES FROM THE PROSECUTION SIDE: 

PW1: BIPUL UPADHYAY 

PW2: GANESH PRASAD KHATIWARA 

PW3: NETRA PRASAD UPADHYAY 

PW4: HEM RAJ DHAN GARA 

PW5: PRAFULLA BORAH, I/O 

PW6: Dr. RUPAM BOR KAKOTY, M/O 

WITNESSES FROM THE DEFENCE SIDE:    NIL 

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS:   

EXT 1 IS THE FIR 

EXT 1(1) IS THE SIGNATURE OF PW1 

EXT 2 IS THE SEIZURE LIST 

EXT 2(1) IS THE SIGNATURE OF PW4 

EXT 3 IS THE SKECTH MAP 

EXT 3(1) IS THE SIGNATURE OF PW5 

EXT 4 IS THE CHARGE SHEET 

EXT 4 IS THE SIGNATURE OF O/C UMA RAJKONWAR & PW5 can recognize it 

EXT 5 IS THE INJURY REPORT 

EXT 5(1) IS THE SIGNATURE OF PW6 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS:     NIL 

 

 

SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M), 

SADIYA, TINSUKIA 


